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MUSIC NEWS
December is when most of the touring acts 
put their feet up. Consequently, it means 
that local bands are centre stage and there is 
a fine pick in the coming month. 

Daisy Rodgers, one of the cream of the local music 
promoters celebrate 10 years with a series of gigs: 
November 25 boasts a strong lineup with Ideal 
Marriage, Juniper Nights and 31 Hours at the Jericho. 
Masters of shiny, epic indie, Ideal Marriage will be 
celebrating the release of their new single Dundee 
which will donate funds to mental health charity 
MIND. December 7 has Pandapopalypse, James 
from Alphabet Backwards and Arthur Sawbridge 
appearing at the Port Mahon.

Fresh from opening for Plastic Mermaids and Mush 
recently, former OMS cover stars MOTHER have a 
gig in their own right at the Wheatsheaf on Saturday 
December 14. Grungey alt – rockers Flat Lager 
provide the support.

Freak Scene who have hosted shows by the likes of 
Mclusky and Mannequin Pussy recently are buddying 
up with Snuggle Dice for Xmas shenanigans at 
Fusion Arts Centre. They have Leicester’s Kermes, 
locals Junk Whale, Sugar Rush, Fancy Dress Party 
and emo rock from Spank Hair. It’s on December 14 
and it’s to raise money for Crisis.  

There’s many a local band have Gappy Tooth 
promotions to thank for giving them the air time at 
the beginning of their career. It’s usually pretty eclectic 
there and their Xmas special will be no different, 
presenting Ciphers, Grudgewood and Ghosts in the 
Photographs on December 21 at the Wheatsheaf – 
and it’s only a fiver.

Soulful dance rockers Little Brother Eli performed a 
mini – acoustic gig at a fan’s houseparty recently as 
a pledge for their album. Did they make off with the 
contents of the fridge afterwards – we dunno, but 
they have a slightly bigger show for their Christmas 
party gig at the 02 Academy on December 21 with 
special guests Betsie Gold and Brixtons. They 
have also been shortlisted for the Firestone band 
competition - if they won they’d be playing the tyre 
behemoth’s stage at one of the festivals next summer. 
Vote for them at firestone.roadtothemainstage.co.uk

BBC Act of the Year 2018 winners, 
Oxford three – piece, top dogs of 
lopsided indie rock ‘n’ roll, Lucy Leave 
have a new three - track single available 
now. The tracks are Thumbs, Snow and 
Hey! Male Saviour and it’s released on the newly 
formed Divine Schism Records. Their next album Everyone 
is Doing So Well is released on January 24. They play the 
Deaf & Hard of Hearing on December 21.  
  

Bicester’s foremost noiseistas I Cried Wolf have a 
new single H.97 released at the end of the month. It 
comes out on rock indie label Crooked Noise and a 
run of live dates is set to be announced.  
Go to icriedwolf.co.uk to hear.

The first wave of bands has been announced for 
Reading’s answer to Ritual Union – Are You Listening? 
The multi – venue one – dayer has BC Camplight, 
Dream Wife, Freestylers and John with much more 
to be announced. The festival raises money for 
MENCAP and is in its eighth year. Tickets are onsale 
now from http://areyoulistening.org.uk/tickets. 

Paul from the Bullingdon has been a busy 
man of late. Not content with hosting 
some of the best club nights in the 
city, he’s begun putting his dancefloor 
credentials to the test and he’s created a 
70s - style disco monster in the form of 
bear Wanna Think About It which has 
been snapped up for release by Cheeks Records. 
Clubbing VIPs including Roger Sanchez, Martin 
Solvieg, Horse Meat Disco and a host of other top 
spinners are on board with it and it’s available to buy 
now at junodownload.com. 

Oxford Folk Festival returns on April 17 – 19 next 
year. There is a new collaborative outlook to 
the weekend with some team – ups with local 
promoters and organisations such as OFS and 
Holywell Music & Folk. There will be folk leading 
lights such as Martin Carthy at OFS, Jackie Oates, 
and Nick Cope, with a shedload more tba. For details 
go to folkweekendoxford.co.uk.

PUT YOUR 
CLOTHES ON WITH 
QUARTERMELON
West Oxfordshire trio Quartemelon 
release new EP Put Your Clothes 
On, on 23rd November, produced 
at Shaken Oak Studios in New Yatt 
with Arthur Young.  
A little accident prone – his most recent mishap a 
twisted ankle from some firework fairground heroics 
- frontman Alex Train (x-Willie J Healey band) tells us 
how he designs all the artwork. “I draw whatever pops 
into my head, and I’m a massive fan of the animations 
& music of Chad Vangaalen - check him out on 
YouTube! The title track is about someone who has to 
suddenly take responsibility for their actions to better 
their life, however things aren’t always so simple... or, 
you can make up your own mind.” 

Together, the band make up a delicious batch of fruity 
cocktail, but what fruit would they each be?  
Alex Train: Tomato? Is a tomato a fruit? If so TOM-ART-
TOE = BLOODY MARY.  
Dave Wells: Pineapple.  
Dave Fiztgerald: Honeydew, because I regularly say to 
Alex: “Honey, do me a favour...”  
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RANT N ROLL! 
Spoken Word Scene 
with Owen Collins

PREVIEW: JOHN COOPER CLARKE, 
NEW THEATRE, DECEMBER 1
An undoubted master of his craft and the 
undisputed godfather of British performance 
poetry, Dr. John Cooper Clarke has been spitting 
his Salford syllables from stages across the world 
for decades, and is what most people think of 
when they think of spoken word – with good 
reason. Back on the road (when was he ever off 
it?) to promote his new book The Luckiest Guy 
Alive, punters are guaranteed an evening of fast, 
ferocious and very funny poetry, interspersed 
with JCC’s usual ramble of anecdote, wordplay 
and surrealism. Pitch perfect support comes from 
Essex bard Luke Wright, one of the finest punk 
poets of his generation and the natural heir to 
Clarkie’s Chelsea boots.

ANTHONY ANAXAGOROU & MARY – 
JEAN CHAN, BLACKWELLS
Chan and Anaxagorou were brought together by 
Blackwell’s to mark last month’s National Poetry 
Day with a duo of live readings in the iconic 
Norrington Room. It’s a bit of a strange pairing, 
the two initially seeming to occupy opposite ends 
of the spoken word spectrum, but maybe that’s 
the point. Chan reads from her new book, Fleche, 
and is a thoughtful, exact performer whose 
voice befits a venue lined with miles of spines. 
Anaxagorou is more energetic, the tightrope 
between his slam poetry and his more literary style 
evident. His poem Uber, from After the Formalities, 
is the standout, documenting and decrying the 
sorry state of the nation in electrifying fashion, as 
in the background, the bookshop till beeps out 
receipts like a backing track.

NUCLEAR FUTURE, NORTH WALL
Gameshow’s Nuclear Future doesn’t fit neatly 
into any box - it’s marketed as theatre but is equal 
parts spoken word to TED Talk. Examining the 
history - and future - of nuclear weapons, it’s 
certainly a chilling tale, with the scientific lectures 
thought-provoking enough that they somewhat 
steal the show from Leda Douglas’ slightly over-
earnest central character. The theatrical aspect 
doesn’t always convince, but the horror of nuclear 
holocaust is brought home so vividly by Joshua 
Pharo’s brilliant design that you almost wish CND 
were waiting in the foyer with a sign-up sheet. 

KATE TEMPEST, O2 
ACADEMY OXFORD 
OMS went along to the first night of the UK’s 
seminal wordsmith’s highly anticipated national  
tour, and what a performance it was. It’s a night 
where women take centre stage, with Clare 
Uchima on brooding synths and beats and 
Oxford’s own Zahara Tehrani aka Despicable 
Zee on drums for opener Lafawndah. Our 
unassumingly mighty queen-rhymester instantly 
captivated the sold out (and somewhat rain-
soaked) room with her greeting, ‘We’ve all had 
a journey to get here tonight, and tonight is the 
start of my journey too.” Opening with glowering 
classics from Europe is Lost to Circles (a personal 
fave), our poet empowered through a full recital 
of new album The Book of Traps & Lessons in its 
entirety. Set to stark, apocalyptic lighting, evoking 
London smog at the end of days, she takes us 
through Dante-esque circles of purgatory from a 
damning exposé of consumerism, alienation and 
the pitfalls of modern-day love, to a message of 
hope for humanity, ending with People’s Faces. 
A perfectly complete anthology with no encore, 
simply the words - “I do not want you to go 
home disappointed, but I have said what I came 
here to say.” (AN). Photo @Marc West
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“Make sure your guitar is in tune 
before stepping up to the mic” 

CM:  Check out a night before if you can, or get there 
early and chat to the people running it to make sure 
you’re happy it’s the night for you to play. Get an idea of 
the type of music that goes down well.

AC: Be prepared that some weeks there will be a more 
attentive audience, but other weeks not as much. As 
a musician I see this as a good thing, as it provides an 
honest space to test out new material. It can be good 
experience, as an audience that gives you a round of 
applause out of sympathy isn’t exactly an accurate 
representation of how your skills/technique etc is 
coming along.

CM: Check your equipment – If you’re playing an 
acoustic guitar at an amplified open mic it’s a good 
idea to have a guitar with a pickup; it’s not essential but 
will save you trying to use a microphone on the guitar, 
which can cause further complications.

OPEN MICS
LOCAL EXPERTS’ GUIDE TO OPEN 
MIC GLORY WITH CHRIS MONGER 
(PORT MAHON, MONTHLY) & ALEX 
COLEMAN (TARIFA, THURSDAYS)  

THE STUDIO  
& GEAR SPY   
CHRIS MONGER
TALKS TO
CAMERON AG
“Writing alone seems to go hand 

in hand with performing solo”

After cutting his teeth playing drums in bands 
around Oxford alongside Jack Goldstein and 
Document One, and fronting indie punk band 
Vultures, Cameron A G stepped out from 
behind the kit a few years back with a bunch of 
solo songs written on guitar and piano. After 
having a couple of EPs out, this year sees the 
release of his first full length album One by One 
released on Junction Road Records, as well as a 
show at Alexandra Palace supporting Embrace. 
The record was recorded partially in Bristol 
and part in New York with producers Ali Chant 
and Doug Schadt and features local musicians 
Tim Hillsdon (The Hawksmen), Barney Morse-
Brown (Duotone) and Chris Dawson (ex Dirty 
Sci-Fi).

APPROACHING AN ALBUM 
Cameron explains that making the record wasn’t 
much different from recording his previous EPs. “It was 
pretty much the same approach as the two EPs, just in 
different studios.” He went on “For a bunch of the songs 
I had full arrangements prepared and we built them up 
as we went. Doug and Ali produced most of the record, 
I’d worked with Ali previously on the EPs but it was the 
first time working with Doug. They were both great, 
they knew what I was after.”

LIVE SET UP
When first playing his solo stuff Cameron was playing 
on his own before recruiting Tim and Matt King 
(Document One) to play as a three piece. Recently he 
has gone back to playing mainly solo live while in the 
process of recording the album, with a slightly more 
technical setup with samplers and effects for backing. 
“Having the band was fun. They played on a couple 
of the songs we tracked in Bristol so it’s great to have 
them on the record. I really enjoyed going out and 
playing live with them and I really miss it. I’m sure we’ll 
do it again at some point. Going out and playing solo 
just seems to work at the moment. Writing alone seems 
to go hand in hand with performing solo. It’s just not as 
much fun, that’s all.”

PREPARING THE MATERIAL – 
PRODUCER INPUT
The extra variety the studio allowed gave more of a 
chance to change the songs up a bit, with valuable 
input from the producers. He tells me “Most of the 
songs were planned out and demoed before going into 
the studio and some of them I’d already played live. 
Some of the tracks changed as the album progressed. 
It feels natural when there’s a lot more instruments 
at your disposal. It’s good to go in with an idea for a 
song but also to be open to try all sorts of things out, 
just to see what happens. Sometimes you get it right. 
Sometimes you don’t.”
Some of the songs that made the album have been 
part of the live sets for a while, changing slightly across 
the years before they were recorded. “They had been 
recorded before, but only in demo format. I knew 
the songs still had more to them. I just find it’s good 
to work with a producer before going into too much 
depth in the studio, as you can end up going round in 
circles. It’s good to have someone tell you whether it’s 
working or not. It saves a lot of time.”

ESSENTIAL GEAR  
It’s got to be the 
Wurlitzer (electric piano). 
It pretty much features 
on every track on the 
record. I love to write 
on them and I can also 
go out and play a whole 
show on one. I do love 
getting on a drum kit 
though...

CAMERON AG 
ALBUM  
ONE BY ONE  
IS OUT NOW

Main pic @Fyrefly Studios  

AC: It sounds very 
obvious - make sure 
your guitar is in tune 
before stepping up to 
the mic and starting 
a song! You’d be 
amazed at how many 
people I’ve had come 
in to play the night, 
who have done their 
own performance a massive disservice (not to mention 
the audience) by making the simple mistake of not 
tuning up before they start, and not checking tuning 
between songs. Get a basic tuner that you can clip to 
the end of your guitar... and use it!

CM: Choose your songs – if you’re starting out choose 
songs you’re comfortable with and something that 
suits what you’re doing. Most nights are just as happy 
with covers as originals; usually you’ll get 2-3 songs, 
sometimes it’ll be more, but if you’ve not got more, 
people won’t look down at you -  it’s better to play three 
rehearsed songs and stop, than nothing.

AC: Try to stay relaxed in the lead up to playing. Just 
some deep but gentle breathing can help to keep you 
feeling calm and centred so that your nerves don’t get 
the better of you too much and you are able to enjoy 
the experience!

Photo: Alex Coleman at Tarifa.
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DUTTY MOONSHINE BIG BAND
HITTING THE ROAD AGAIN
“There’s not a band on the planet that sounds like us!”

 

MAKE A SCENE 
with OMS’ Autumn Neagle

Caught by the Buzz - local star gives 
thumbs up to Super-grassroots 
music charity shop in Oxford  
Supergrass keyboard player and all round nice 
guy, Rob Coombes, (brother of frontman Gaz), 
is getting behind a brand new music charity 
shop venture ahead of headline tour and ‘best 
of’ album Supergrass: The Strange Ones 1994-
2008! Rob has found time in his busy schedule 
to support Witney based charity 7C’s Foundation 
as patron, where he also teaches music at the 
town’s much loved MuzoAkademy.  
The new one - stop - music - shop opens in 
Templars Square Shopping Centre, Cowley on 
November 30, and will be the first dedicated 
music charity store in Oxfordshire, selling 
pre-loved musical instruments and equipment 
downstairs with a teaching space upstairs. 
The charity, with a ten year track record, 
provides a unique music programme, and last 
year reinvested £35,000 to fund projects for 
young people and the community.
Easy Chalmers (Inner Peace/MuzoAkademy), 
told me how this amazing opportunity came 
about following a call from Community Spaces, 
and hopes to follow in the steps of Oxfam and 
other fab charity emporiums.  
Jon Berry, Chairman of Trustees said, “We are 
so excited and hope this unique shop will make 
music more accessible to all... we are extremely 
grateful to Rob for his passionate support, 
Community Spaces for finding and securing the 
premises and to Templars Square for all their help!”
Rob said, “I’d like to give this venture a big 
thumbs up. I’ve spent some time with these 
guys and seen the service to their community. 
I think it’s great!’ Sign up for the launch party 
Nov 30 11am-4pm by messaging Facebook  
@MuzoAkademy, grab yourself a bargain and 
get involved!  www.7csfoundation.com

Hot goss’ from 
the local scene 

14 piece bands in pop are a bit of a rarity (think 
of the riders, the transport, the stage specs, 
the soundchecks!) – one that fuses swing / 
jazz with thundering club beats puts Dutty 
Moonshine Big Band in a world of their own. 
The situation is going to get very interesting 
indeed when the guys and girls hit the road for 
a 20 date national tour throughout March and 
April next year. There’s also the small matter 
of their second album hitting the racks to 
coincide. 
Stewart Garden hears from founder and 
bandleader Michael Rack who has the 
unenviable task of getting this show moving. 
The OMS entertainment budget won’t stretch 
to 14 drinks so it’s just me and Michael pulling 
up a chair at the Red Lion in Gloucester Green. 

He tells me about how they got together 
and that a split in the Dutty DJ ranks early on 
presented him with an opportunity to start up 
the band - It started as a DJ act called Dutty 
Moonshine - I always had this dream of doing 
a big band version of it. [partner] Furley was 
always like ‘no, no – let’s not do it, it’s a real 
headache’. When he left [to travel the world] 
it was my chance to start a big band. I got to 
know lots of people around Oxford: the brass 
section is another band Temple Funk Collective 
so I was able to recruit a whole brass section 
and the drummer came with that. DJ Binge, 

who lives in Cholsey, I knew from the Reading 
circuit and Maria Laveau, we saw her at Simple 
festival a few years ago and she was straight fire!

He explains how the Dutty sound that has had 
people going nuts for it all summer (they played 
around 25 festival gigs) gestated and is the next 
step from the electro – swing scene from a few 
years back. 
There were lots of people remixing swing 
songs but they weren’t putting musicality in it, 
they were just bootlegging swing songs. We 
got associated with that scene to start with but 
we always thought it was a bit of an insult to 
swing – there was no swing in it! With Big Band 
I thought I would do justice to what I thought 
electro swing should have been. There’s not 
a band that sounds like us on the planet – not 
one.

One of the standout festival sets they played 
was at Wilderness which turned into bedlam - 
We headlined a new stage at Wilderness - that 
was one of the best sets of the summer. By the 
third song we had this rush of security bracing 
themselves at the fence because everyone was 
going for it. Before we walked on stage it was 
heaving as far as the eye could see. 

And all the hard work with the festivals and the 
previous album release is culminating with the 

release of their new album and a nationwide 
tour next year – 
We’ve had a track record of selling out every 
club gig in the last couple of years and 99% 
of our festivals have been main stage – like 
at Boomtown and Shambala, we packed the 
arenas out so there was obviously a demand 
for it. No promoter could ignore that we were 
selling everything out. The tour goes hand in 
hand with the album release. 

But surely the 20s swing jazz side and bass 
underground crowds are poles apart I ask 
him? However Michael assures me otherwise 
and with their live gigs, they’re bringing them 
all together - We’ve got an age range of 14 to 
thingy [anything upwards] coming. There is no 
typical crowd – we have these 11 minute jazz 
renditions and then dirty drum and bass - there’s 
a real bit of everything for somebody. There are 
so many people that wouldn’t normally get into 
heavy dance music that get into the hype and 
excitement. On the flipside, when we flex our 
jazz muscles and show off that we can do ‘real’ 
music, the ravers think ‘that’s not my jam but I’m 
really getting it’. 

The first Dutty album Most Wanted was 
released in 2017 and did respectable numbers 
even though they did everything without any 
label involvement. The band are revving up for 
recording the new one, including new track 
Big Band Fam which is a shout out to their 
following - There’s such a wide range of people 
that love Dutty and we wanted to find a way to 
accommodate them, and we’ve come up with 
a song called Big Band Fam – it gives a pretty 
good representation of what Dutty is when you 
hear it. 
There’s also a famous jazz thing called the 
Coltrane changes, and as an improvisational 
artist – this makes you sweat. If you can 
improvise to the Coltrane changes – it’s like a 
medal basically, and we’re going to make it into 
a dance song. The song that made it famous is 
called Giant Steps. We’re going to attempt it. 
We’ll basically be using lots of beautiful noir licks 
with dirty basslines.
 
MICHAEL RACK TALKING TO STEWART 
GARDEN
NEW ALBUM CITY OF SIN RELEASED ON APRIL 
17 ON UNIVERSAL RECORDS
SEE DUTTY MOONSHINE BIG BAND AT O2 
ACADEMY, OXFORD - FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 2020. 
TICKETS VIA www.duttymoonshine.com
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NEW STUDIO & VENUE WITH A  
DIY AND ECO ETHOS!

How long has the studio been going for ? 
Since July. It’s a collaborative project in a disused 
shop, with Fusion Arts, Templars Square and New 
River. Before then, Upcycled Sounds existed for 
about six years studioing everywhere from the 
BBC to warehouses, basements and a roving 
caravan!

How many rooms have you got? 
Control room, live room/venue, kitchen and 
gallery.

How did the studio come together? 
Seriously intense DIY! We built everything from 
two huge soundproofing walls to synth racks to 
a drumstick loo-roll holder! Pretty much entirely 
reclaimed materials and furniture as we have a 
strong eco ethos.

What are your favourite bits of kit?
The Neve 1073 preamp and Shadow Hills Dual 
Vandergraph compressor are awesome for 
warm, huge sounds. We love our synths - Moog 
Grandmother, vintage Jen SX and various 70s/80s 
synths and organs. We build a lot of kit too.

What are you most proud of producing in the 
studio?
Well everything on our Upcycled Sounds Records 
label obviously! We’re particularly proud of 
Theo’s debut single reaching Radio 1 recently. A 
documentary Niko worked on also just won ‘Best 
Sound’ at a New York Short Film Festival - mega 
cool!

What are you up to this month?
Music with Theo, Rosie Caldecott and Spill 
the River (Oxford), Sophie Janna (Amsterdam), 
Zeitgeber (Sydney), Simon Batten (Florence) 
and Folkatron 3, our annual folk/experimental/
electronic residential. We’re running a gig series 
here and at Tap Social (we helped set up their 
venue), including Paddy Steer, Snazzback and 
Rachael Dadd.
We’re away a fair bit too. Niko’s running workshops 
for OCM, Centre of Alternative Technology and 
Environmental Change Institute and Jakes is just 
back from gigging in Amsterdam. 

LET’S GO DOWN 
THE STUDIO  
WITH UPCYCLED

Is there a distinctive sound you can get when 
you’re recording? 
We record all sorts but most artists come to us 
for shaping tracks and new ideas. Both of us have 
quite different production skills which is handy.
Niko is an experienced sound engineer and 
designer, and has an awesome collection of 
samples and instruments. So each production has 
its own bespoke sound design, rather than using 
some generic sample pack. One track we’re doing 
with Theo is about a yeti and has gorgeous glacial 
pads of Himalayan field recordings!

Jakes does a lot of the arranging, disappearing for 
a bit and emerging with synth basslines or scores 
for strings or whatever. This has let us do crazy 
projects like writing a brass piece for Star Wars and 
doing an orchestra and electronics commission.
We end up playing on lots of tracks too - nice 
to do the live vibe as well as electronic. Anyway 
people keep coming back, so we must be doing 
something right! 

What else is going on in the studio apart from 
recording?
Soldering! We’re doing a Limpet Space Race 
residency on November 27 so are creating some 
mad sound contraptions. We always have a 
Fusion Arts exhibition on, plus gigs, rehearsals, 
listening parties and documentary screenings. We 
also want to start a prog/jazz/electronic/noise 
jam night soon if we ever get round to it!

Stewart Garden talking to Hannah Jacobs 
(Jakes) and Nicholas O’Brien (Niko)

Phone: 07799874405
Rates - ask us - each project is different and we 
try to support music we love.
www.upcycledsounds.eu  
instagram @upcycled_sounds 
Facebook.com/upcycledsounds

Photo @Fyrefly Studios BUSINESS FEATURE

WHAT’S IN YOUR 
RECORD COLLECTION

DAISY 
RODGERS...
IT’S ONE OF THE NIGHTS THE 
OXFORD BANDS LOVE TO PLAY, 
AND THIS MONTH DAISY RODGERS 
IS MARKING 10 YEARS OF GIGS . AS THEY 
OPEN THE DOORS ON A SERIES OF VERY 
SPECIAL CELEBRATORY NIGHTS, STEWART 
GARDEN HEARS ABOUT THEIR MUSICAL 
INSPIRATIONS AND LOVES…

Last record you bought? Other than Foals’ 
new album (Foals could be the answer to most 
of these questions!) it was Rozi Plain’s What a 
Boost - I saw her at Are You Listening? festival 
in Reading - she was amazing and the album is 
sonically beautiful.

First gig you promoted? First was 10 years ago 
and was a numerical disaster. I was determined 
to do three gigs, and fortunately each one 
got better and better as I learnt what to do 
(and what not to do). The headline band was 
called Redtrack who are from Southend, who 
later went on to win a music competition on 
Hollyoaks and the bass player is now in Nothing 
but Thieves! 

Which Oxford bands are you liking? Current 
favourites are Be Good, Kanadia, Catgod and 
Pandapopalypse

Favourite album / song by an Oxford band 
ever? Spring Offensive’s Young Animal Hearts 
from 2014 - full of great moody indie/pop 
tunes. I miss them.

A band you have been connected with since 
you began? Ideal Marriage were previously 
called The Sea, The Sea and then Lowws - 
they’ve played for us the most over the years 
- great guys and I’m really excited about what 
their new line up is working on at the moment.

What was the first dance at your wedding? We 
had an acoustic duo at our wedding who we’d 
heard at a pub in Corfe Castle, Dorset. We didn’t 
ask for a first song but they played that Babybird 
song. 

What band /  record inspired you to be a 
promoter? I’m a massive fan of new music 
and discovering new music. When I moved to 

Oxford 17 years ago, two Oxford bands inspired 
me to get into the local live music scene - Little 
Fish and Alphabet Backwards.

Favourite cover version ever? At all our shows, 
bands nominate a cover song that they could 
play on the night and  ticketholders then vote 
for their favourite. The winner gets played on 
the night. We’ve had some great tunes over the 
years - Bonkers by Spring Offensive is a particular 
highlight.

You can book anybody you like alive or dead 
for one night – who’s playing? As a teenage kid 
I was into Genesis (the Phil Collins era). They were 
into using visuals for their large stadium shows, 
so I’d book them and include enough for a large 
AV budget. More realistically Jack Penate is back - 
Jack give me a call!

Coming up 

November 25 - Ideal Marriage, Juniper Nights, 
31 Hours at the Jericho Tavern
December 7 - Pandapopalypse, James from 
Alphabet Backwards, Arthur Sawbridge at the 
Port Mahon
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name suggests it was going to be. But maybe 
that’s the point.
Taking the title of the festival literally, Jack 
Goldstein leads his own ritual union in the 
packed out basement of The Library - joyous 
performance of pitch - perfect karaoke pop 
where artist and audience share everything 
together. The communal seance ends with 
Goldstein a sweating mess on the beer-soaked 
floor, deliberately prostrate at the feet his adoring 
crowd. A show that probably topped the festival 
list for most smiles in a single room. Frenzied.
A change of direction is needed to ease our 
pummelled senses (they haven’t quite recovered 
from the Bo Ningen metal massacre) and Nigeria 
and South London Ibibio Sound Machine are 
just the tonic, on the wireless it’s a more club 
– friendly beat, today it’s a live jam all the way – 
their ‘hit’ The Chant one of the standouts of the 
day. 
The Comet is Coming but it won’t be a 
terrible way to go. As we are eviscerated by an 
enormous, icy ball of banging electroclash, with 
its core of expansive synth - processed beats and 
a streaking tail of jazz-stained saxophone styling, 
we discover that resistance, much like attempts 
to accurately describe this excellent instrumental 
three piece, is futile. We just go with it. After all, 
we already concluded after the second number 
that none of us would get out of this fabulously 
intense show alive.
Obviously nice lads who make nice music are 
Teleman. Almost too nice. Machine tooled, 
vaguely prog melancholy that is pleasant to the 
ear, they seem hamstrung by frontman Thomas 
having to sit down throughout. Spending all 
day at a festival can be an emotional affair and 
just when we crave rollerskates and a big cigar 
to send us over the edge, Teleman hand us a 
musical pipe and slippers - admittedly though, 
Dusseldorf does light the touch paper for daft 
geometric dancing.
A treasure to behold back in the days of their 
pomp Young Knives have returned with 
something wilfully oblique. This is indie-rock 
Jim, but not as we know it. Powered by the 
thumping drums of the Despicable Zee, like Mo 
Tucker on speed instead of heroin, the Dartnall 
brothers gleefully tinker with the inner workings 
of their own music to produce something that is 
not altogether unpleasant. A phalanx of Young 
Women’s Music Project percussionists join the 
band for a memorable finale, and whilst it’s too 
soon to say whether a newly - returned Young 
Knives have triumphed, Ritual Union certainly has. 
Yet again. 
(CF, BF, MF & SG) Photography @Fyrefly Studios 

LIVE 

RITUAL UNION, COWLEY RD   
No ‘difficult third album’ for Ritual Union this 
year - the best turnout yet with a mindbending 
alphabet spaghetti of bands gracing the jam-
packed lineup. 
The strength of the first few hours at the festival 
made us think the clash chart was printed upside 
down, but there we were at an ungodly 1pm for 
Candy Says in the Academy. 
One of the success stories of the year from 
Oxford and they’ve pulled an impressive crowd 
down already. They’re a different beast live from 
their recorded output and aside from their near 
– mainstream breakout, their cover of Running 
up that Hill, they have plenty to back it up -  the 
80s electro pop of the OMD – ish Crave Easy, icy 
synth masterclass Beautiful Feeling and the deep, 
low – slung grooves of Gravity get us off on a 
good foot.    
Some fine traffickers of post punk 2.0 on show 
today -  Working Men’s Club arrive with a 
hefty reputation and when they break open the 
automated funk of Bad Blood and the mesmeric, 
early New Orderish Teeth you understand. 
Dublin’s The Murder Capital are all charity shop 
coats and serious young faces  – none more so 
than growling singer James who prowls the stage 
like he’s been occupied by a Curtis or Smith 
amid a firestorm of tribal beats and primal guitars. 
He perches on the front of the stage at the end 
sheltering under a hail of guitar feedback staring 
down the appreciation, and of that there is plenty. 

It is 3pm…
The party really takes off as Flamingods unfurl 
their wings and shake some love. Like a good 
Empire of the Sun, the band look great, and are 
great, as they swap instruments, switch genres, 
pound out tropical rhythms and generally surf 
across the ocean of world music before sending 
it all through a series of fuzz pedals.
Dreadful name aside (when were novelty band 
names ever funny, apart from Crispy Ambulance, 
obvs) Australia’s Psychedelic Porn Crumpets 
deliver a serious slab of heavy psyche rock that 
is like a one louder Tame Impala. There’s nothing 
new going on here; this is a band that wears its 
love of 60s and 70s space rock / psychedelia 
proudly on its tie-dyed bandana. It is a formidable 
performance and in our midway-through-the-all-
day-festival delirium we are sent hurtling across 
the confines of the Academy towards the heart of 
the sun (although in reality it is probably the bar). 
She Drew the Gun could have been about 3x 
louder to fully appreciate their slightly bland 
but compelling polit pop, but we give toasting, 
testifying frontwoman, Louisa extra punk points 
for her Crass t-shirt – their cover of the Beloved’s 
Come Together is the unofficial Ritual anthem for 
the day. 
Pigsx7 bash out an overly macho glam-rock 
stomp that becomes more than a little irritating 
after the third song. A band that for all their 
onstage posturing aren’t as musically interesting 
as perhaps they think they are and the whole 
lumpen performance is as grubby as their clunky 

Bo Ningen 

Teleman

Jack Goldstein

Psychedelic Porn Crumpets

Ibibio Sound Machine
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CAMERON 
AG, DEAF & 
HARD OF 
HEARING, OXFORD 
Cameron AG has achieved singularity. 
Having played a fine set of drums in several 
Oxford bands in recent times before going 
solo a couple of years ago, he launches his 
long – in - gestation debut album tonight.  
Recorded in New York, One By One is a 
meditative, thoughtful and at times almost 
forlorn recording with Cameron’s vocal front 
and centre. It feels like a very personal record, 
and the live show is a close approximation, 
with the diminutive Cameron AG sat at his 
piano, triggering rhythms and synthesised 
flourishes as he pours his heart out through 
the microphone to a rapt audience. Whilst 
there is undoubted beauty in the sparse solo 
performance, one could not help wondering 
what these songs would sound like with more 
orchestration. 

GlassHertzzPhoto

LIVE 

THE DIVINE COMEDY, O2 
ACADEMY 
Despite an overly long, and disappointing, recent 
double album Office Politics, the Divine Comedy 
ticket sold-out almost as soon as it was announced. 
In a magnificent red suit, Neil Hannon enters the 
stage, designed as a dreary office, and those mid-90s 
hits such as Generation Sex, National Express and 
Something for the Weekend are simply lapped up.
But despite the odd miss (the synth and mechanical 
noise of The Synthesiser Service Centre Super 
Summer Sale leaves people confused), many of the 
more recent songs were also well received. Recent 
single Norman and Norma is greeted like a
newly written classic whilst I Like and Lady of a Certain 
Age show Hannon to have longevity and timelessness 
with his songwriting.
The band change the pace for the encore, crowding 
around the mic for a triple acoustic set drawn from 
their earliest albums, closing with Tonight We Fly. That 
we did. (DR) 
 

Paddy Steer photo @Fyrefly Studios
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He is at a crossroads, push on as a solo live 
performer with his trusty Rhodes and triggers 
and he’ll doubtless make a few waves.  But if 
he recruits a few choice musicians who can 
help him realise a broader version of his sound 
and his vision, he could head for the larger 
stage. (CF) Photo @Fyrefly Studios.

PIP BLOM, THE 
BULLINGDON   
On its surface a Pip Blom performance is a show of 
pure slacker pop sensibility, all tight beats and loose 
guitars. And then you hear her sing. Blom has a 
honeyed voice that is absolutely to live for. The kind 
of music that Pip Blom and her band make can often 
veer towards earnest whimsy, but a dark heart lies 
beneath to see off the cosiness. There are moments 
when it gets a little too cute but with vocals this 
good and hooks this sweet, the whole proposition 
is elevated. Is this 2019’s version of Fontaine’s DC 
at-the-cellar-last-in-2018-style show where, within a 
year, Pip Blom moves on to play the enormodome? 
Possibly. They sold out the Scala on this tour and 
Blom’s is a star that is rising, and with just cause. She 
has the voice and the talent to be huge. (CF)

PADDY STEER, TAP SOCIAL 
MOVEMENT    
Genius is a word all-too-often used to describe stuff 
that isn’t. Paddy Steer quite clearly is. Hailing from a 
line that could and should be described as Mancunian 
underground music royalty, Steer is a one - off, utterly 
unique. Installed at his drum kit, draped in a golden 
robe almost certainly borrowed from Ming the 
Merciful (assuming he existed. And was a pharaoh), 
Steer alternates between wearing a be-tassled wizard 
hat/vocoder ensemble and a papier maché head that 
must once have been owned by Frank Sidebottom’s 
insectoid alien uncle. He is surrounded by a towering 
family of Heath Robinson-esque homemade 
synthesisers, the myriad dials he constantly and 
restlessly tweaks and turns. He creates beats and 
rhythms, triggering arpeggiated waves of genre - 
defying sound; a close approximation could be Ibiza 
jazz club psychedelic robot freakout. The synths sing, 
his voice gargles, and the contraptions around him 
beep and bubble as he bashes away at his drum kit, a 
xylophone and something in a box wrapped in gold 
lamé. The chaos is a wonder to behold. It feels like it 
could all fall apart at any moment and the jeopardy 
makes it all the more exciting. The crowd know they 
are involved in something truly unique and Tap Social 
jumps. Steer is a sorcerer, a musical alchemist and 
this is one of the shows of the year. His new album 
Arkipeligon is out now. Buy it. Then go and see him 
live. He is a genius. It’s that simple. (CF)

Huge thanks to all the contributors for this issue: Cheryl, 
Beryl and Meryl Flynn, Hector Lawson, Jason Warner, Chris 
Monger, Liz Green & Katy Kills, Autumn Neagle, Charlotte 
Banks, Matt Chapman Jones, Dave Roberts, Munro Page, 
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RICHARD HAWLEY, O2 
ACADEMY 1 
You can hardly move in here for the latest visit of 
Sheffield’s chairman of croon. It’s a polite, low - 
impact posh pit tonight, the age range that get their 
kicks in Homebase rather than Route 66 (though 
they may be planning a whole family get – together 
there). No problem for the quiff man and his bingo 
– caller banter who deftly walks us through his 
beautifully sculptured, now extensive, repertoire. 
Sadly, only Coles Corner (the song) is still on the 
setlist from the album (which remains his best) that 
propelled him to our conscience; those distinctive 
strings and piano twinkles even now sparkle 
through every nanometre of the room. Time Is 
from latest album Further is another grabber – 
thundering blues stomp and harmonica squeals 
plunder straight from the Stones’ ode to the Boston 
Strangler, Midnight Rambler. Down in the Woods, 
from Standing at the Sky’s Edge does the nasty 
as well – gritty, Diddley-esque guitars going way 
hypnotic and deep for what seems like eternity. 
And if there was a timewarp and Dean Martin had 
covered The Smiths it’d probably sound a lot like 
Tonight, the Streets are Ours. Admittedly the live 
experience doesn’t add an awful lot to the records but 
there’s no doubting his national treasure status. (SG) 

AGS CONNOLLY, 
FAT LIL’S WITNEY
Homecoming King of country, 
Ags performs tracks from new 
album Wrong Again to his packed local, and you 
could cook your grits on the warmth in the room. It’s 
a treat to see him with a full band tonight, and with a 
straight-outta-Nashville vibe he captures the crowd, 
many in from far afield. His banter is endearing - ‘it 
feels strange to be on this side of the stage in here’ 
he jokes, a modesty which belies the true talent of 
this gentle giant from West Oxfordshire  - then drops 
in a few well-earned accolades ‘Album of the Month 
in Country Music People magazine, by the way...’, 
plus Billboard & Americana UK, to hilarity. The meet 
& greet queue wound around the venue for over an 
hour, as I left clutching his stolen set-list for posterity - 
and the thought that he’ll be setting a far bigger stage 
alight with rings of fire in the not-too-distant. (AN)

SAE - PERFECT ENVIRONMENT 
FOR STUDENTS TO HONE 
THEIR CRAFT
Embark on a 2-year degree or 1-year skills diploma with 
SAE Oxford – home of the creatives.
SAE Oxford delivers industry-focused 2-year degrees and 
1-year diplomas in six subject areas: Animation, Audio, Film, 
Games, Music Business and Web*.  Oxford is the perfect 
setting to launch a creative career, with the county home 
to over 3,000 digital and creative businesses. The beautiful 
SAE Oxford campus building is located in Littlemore, with 
easy transport links to the city centre. 

STATE OF THE ART
SAE’s state-of-the-art facilities are the perfect environment 
for students to hone their craft and learn the skills required 
to thrive in the creative industries. Studying a 2-year degree 
at SAE Oxford not only saves students money and time 
compared to traditional 3-year courses. Students can start 
their studies in January, May or September, depending on 
what best suits their needs.  

MASTER CLASS
Small classes mean that SAE students benefit from one-to-
one support and flourish under the guidance of our expert 
lecturers, who are practising creative professionals. SAE 
actively encourages cross-discipline collaboration, with 
students working together on their final major projects.

SAE regularly invite industry experts to talk to students in 
masterclasses, where they share their tips and tricks for 
getting ahead. Additionally, SAE has links with a number of 
industry supporters who provide placement opportunities, 
mentoring and career guidance for our students. 

SAE Audio alumnus, Jaroslav Beck, has enjoyed 
tremendous success with his virtual reality (VR) rhythm 
game Beat Saber, which won Immersive Reality Game of 
the Year at the 2019 D.I.C.E. awards. 

Audio graduate James Cunningham recently helped 
Korean pop band BTS beat The Beatles’ Billboard Chart 
record for the highest number of No. 1 records in a year. 

So what are you waiting for? Apply today at  
www.sae.edu/gbr 
*Courses will be available from January 2020 subject to demand

BUSINESS FEATURE

CLUB FOCUS  
HAUTE MESS 
DJs CHART 
What they say - Queer drag 
disco for everyone. A space for total self-expression, to 
celebrate the wonderful LGBTQ+ community, and all 
the talented performers and DJs in it.  Tunes to expect: 
Queer anthems, disco, house, and a lot of nonsense!

JUICE - LIZZO
Lizzo is obviously having her moment right now, as she 
should! She really embodies the ethos of unapologetic 
self-love which has always been the backbone of our night. 

VERKA SERDUCHKA - DANCING LASHA TUMBAI  
Camp Eurovision nonsense is a must - this is some of 
the best. Second place in 2007... robbed! 

ABBA – GIMME GIMME GIMME
Who wouldn’t like a man after midnight? Well, some 
people for sure, but the songs intention is always 
appreciated by everyone

DIRTY OLD ANN – TURN ME ON
Not only is this an absolute dance BANGER, it also parted 
the seas for glorious waves of camp house earworms. 

EVELYN THOMAS – HIGH ENERGY 
Another camp belter that always gets everyone going. How 
could you not move your entire body to those synths?!

KIDDY SMILE – SLAP MY BUTT
Giving playtime to queer artists is really important to us, 
and Kiddy Smile is one of our firm favourites. It’s just a 
no - brainer. 

GERD JANSON - SURRENDER
We definitely don’t mind sweating all our makup off to 
this track - it has the most infectious joyful energy.

YEAH YEAH YEAHS - HEADS WILL ROLL – A TRAK 
REMIX
A Halloween classic that I wouldn’t mind hearing any 
day, at any time. 

CHAKA KHAN – I LOVE YOU, I LIVE YOU
You can’t have a disco - influenced night without a 
bit of Chaka. It also got a dreamy remix by the stellar 
Danny Krivit, check it out! 

ROBYN – DANCING ON MY OWN
Robyn is an undeniable icon, and together with her 
powerful new album this song comes stronger than 
ever at the end of so many nights to give us the solitary, 
tearful twirl we all need. 

Chart by DJs Salmonella (Re’em Moskovitz) and Donna 
Kebab (Marcus Knight-Adams)

Follow them on Facebook.co.uk/HauteMessParty – 
next night at The Bullingdon, January 24 

CATWEAZLE
25th 
BIRTHDAY, 
ISIS TAVERN, 
OXFORD 
25 x 365. That’s 9125 evenings of open mic 
delights. The Catweazle Club celebrates its quarter 
century birthday with a grand evening of music 
and spoken word performance from a glittering 
cast of alumni. Host, compere and founding father 
Matt Sage (pictured) has gifted Oxford its own 
little corner of musical love and artistic cuddles, 
and Catweazle is the warmest, most welcoming 
performance space in the City. Pay a visit to the 
weekly Thursday night gathering and, if you’re 
feeling it, break out your guitar/banjo/tuba/
metaphysical poem you just wrote about Br*xit 
called The Wind in The Pillows and go perform! 
(CF) Photo @Fyrefly Studios
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BBC INTRODUCING 
OXFORD  
WITH KATY HILLS

OMS43

A particularly busy month for the Introducing 
team. From October 31 to November 2, the 
annual BBC Introducing Live took over East 
London’s Tobacco Docks for three days of 
sessions, talks and live music. The event was 
a huge success and a real celebration of 
everything the platform does to support up and 
coming artists.

EXPERTS SPILL THE BEANS
Tobacco Docks’ industrial architecture provided the 
perfect backdrop for the event as hundreds of hopeful 
musicians and industry experts filled its tunnelled 
corridors and dark rooms to share advice and spill 
the beans on the music business. Throughout the 
weekend, the people behind the industry, including 
BBC DJs and presenters, and artists such as Catfish 
and the Bottlemen, Nile Rogers and Georgia provided 
insight and guidance. Stand-out sessions included Jo 
Whiley in conversation with Glastonbury’s Emily Eavis, 
Easy Life: My Journey to the BBC Introducing Stage, 
and Giving up the Day Job with Tom Robinson, as well 
as live performances from Introducing artists Weird 
Milk, Olivia Nelson and Maisie Peters.
There was also a Feedback Centre hosted by AIM, 
an opportunity for artists to have their music listened 
to by industry experts and receive direct feedback. 
Some outstanding talent was heard throughout these 
sessions - a number of artists even had their music 
featured on a special episode of the BBC Sounds Hot 
List, which showcases the freshest new tracks around.

BIGGEST BROADCAST 
On Saturday night, the weekend wrapped up with BBC 
Music Introducing’s biggest broadcast to date, as the 
show was aired across all 38 local stations, as well 
as BBC 6 Music. It featured a live performance from 
Oxfordshire rapper extraordinaire ShaoDow!
The enthusiasm and eagerness to learn was palpable 
throughout the weekend; in every session and drop-in 
space, attendees asked questions, got involved and 
absorbed as much information as they could, clearly 
making the most of having so many experts in one 
place. It was also lovely to see the support amongst 
artists as attendees shared their experiences and tips 
with one another.

OXFORD ACTS GET INVOLVED 
It was wonderful to see some of our artists making 
the most of the resources and opportunities the 
event had on offer. Chatting to lo-fi pop wonder 
Max Blansjaar, he said the most valuable thing he’d 
learnt was the importance of working hard and being 
unique, whilst neo-soul/R&B artist Jen Berkova made 
the most of networking and found out how to get her 

music featured on playlists. Local singer-songwriter 
Dolly Mavies was also selected by BBC Introducing to 
perform a showcase.

ACT OF THE YEAR
Overall, the weekend was a huge success and it was 
inspiring to see so much talent and drive all in one 
place. As we tick another thing off the list and move 
towards the end of what has been a brilliant year for 
local music, the Oxford team is looking forward to 
hearing the fine selection of Christmas tracks you 
always treat us with and, more importantly, selecting 
our Act of the Year!

Make sure you tune into BBC Introducing in Oxford 
every Saturday night from 8pm for all the best local 
music!

AN ACADEMY EVENTS PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH THIS IS NOW AGENCY

TICKETMASTER.CO.UK  I  SKIDDLE.COM

FRIDAY 10TH APRIL
O2 ACADEMY

OXFORD
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MICHAEL KIWANUKA - 
KIWANUKA

In an age where streaming charts 
are filled with flavour-of-the-week 
sensations and singles are sold on 
viral videos, it is beyond refreshing 
to hear an album this well put 
together, this considered and 
welcoming. When albums are less 
and less important I am simply 
blown away by the cohesion and 
quality of Michael Kiwanuka’s third 
album.  
The sound is pure soul, with a 
very strong vintage vibe in the 
production. Marvin Gaye and 
Curtis Mayfield are obvious 
touchstones, but there are 
endless sonic details cherry-
picked from across the 60s and 
70s pop, soul and rock cannons, 
along with touches of gospel and 
even Terry Callier’s jazz sound; 
this guitar sounds like Pink Floyd 
and that drum beat is straight off a 
Motown hit.
Kiwanuka has spoken and sung 
about feeling like outsider since 
he broke out in 2012, but with 
every album he continues to 
grow as an artist and delivers such 
excellent pop music, that I don’t 
know why he isn’t held up as a 
national treasure, bucking the 
chart trends; to be mentioned in 
the same breath as the likes of 
Amy Winehouse. 
5/5 (MCJ)

EMILY JANE WHITE – 
IMMANENT FIRE 

There is no doubt that the world 
is changing. Society is shifting 
and the human impact on the 
planet is becoming all too obvious. 
Everyone is reacting differently; 
some through direct action, some 
through civil disobedience and 
others, like Emily Jane White, 
through art. Titled Immanent Fire, 
EJW’s sixth album is clearly a stand 
against that which threatens her 
world, be it suppression in its many 
forms or damage to a sacrosanct 
feminine Earth. 
Though dark in tone, White’s 
exploration of nature and 
impending change is engaging, 
complex and wholly beautiful. Very 
much following in the footsteps of 
Bat for Lashes and PJ Harvey, but 
still standing apart, cherry picking 
and curating her palette to support 
her manifesto. There is mystical 
space, punctuated and layered 
varied vocals with just a hint of 
synthetic production. While the 
music is rich and warm the lyrical 
material can, at times, be just a bit 
too dour; of course, these weighty 
issues shouldn’t be ignored, but 
it’s a little jarring against this non-
traditional protest sound.  
4/5 (MCJ)  

NATIONAL RELEASES
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HMLTD – WEST OF 
EDEN 

When HMLTD burst on the scene 
(as Happy Meal Ltd.) in 2015, 
looking like something you might 
find lurking under the coat racks 
at Oxfam, there was no way they 
were going to be ignored. You 
either found them revolutionary or 
thought they needed punching. 
Over four years later and a long 
stint bringing their child’s-birthday-
party-cum-art-installation live 
shows to the warehouses of 
Hackney, they’ve ditched big label 
representation (Sony) for their 
debut album to keep it local with 
Lucky Number. What has emerged 
from the partnership is a highly 
accessible listen with glittering pop 
production. And that’s not a bad 
thing. West of Eden is a record that 
sticks with you. These are songs 
made to be sang out loud and 
danced around to in bedrooms. 
To say they’re pushing boundaries 
might be taking it too far: they owe 
a clear debt to Throbbing Gristle 
as much as the Scissors Sisters, 
and blend together elements of 
20th-century synthpop, industrial 
and disco. However, when you 
strip them of their gimmicks, their 
art-school stage names and their 
queer-culture-appropriating garb, 
the tunes still have the power to 
excite and entertain. 
4/5 (CB) 
 

VETIVER – UP ON HIGH

Vetiver have been through a 
musical odyssey over their fifteen 
year existence: starting as a, 
bastion of the Bay Area freak folk 
movement, they’ve wandered all 
over, paying brief visits to rock and 
electronica on the way.
For all this, Vetiver seem keen not 
to rock the boat with their latest 
outing. More concerned with 
fitting the mid-noughties Pitchfolk 
formula than pushing their own 
limits, the result could be mistaken 
for a Jack Johnson best-of 
compilation. It’s a metaphorical 
hot lemon and ginger: warm and 
comforting when you need it, 
but unlikely to change anything 
inside you. Band-leader Cabic cut 
his teeth as a musician as part of 
the early 90s American alt-rock 
explosion, and its ghosts still haunt 
his writing. You can hear the 
harmonic finger-picking of Red 
House Painters, the dream-like 
spirit of Mazzy Star and even the 
scuzz of Yo La Tengo. None of 
its heritage detracts from what it 
essentially is: pure coffee-shop 
soundtrack fodder. There is no 
soul-searching, no emotional 
catharsis, no big revelation. Up on 
High is aggressively pleasant, and 
that’s all there is to it.

2.5/5 (CB)

MICHAEL MONROE - 
ONE MAN GANG

Hard rock enthusiasts will gel 
quickly with the care-free energy 
of One Man Gang, the new album 
from former Hanoi Rocks singer 
Michael Monroe. The title track 
and rollicker Last Train to Tokyo set 
the tone quickly, bringing energy 
and catchy lyrics. There’s a decent 
amount of diversity too, with 
punkier cuts such as The Pitfalls 
of being an Outsider and tracks 
that echo the sound of hair metal 
like Heaven Is a Free State. The 
record lacks a sense of innovation 
and isn’t keen to push boundaries, 
sitting firmly within the general 
sound and feel of hard rock, but 
the enthusiasm overcomes this. 
Hollywood Paranoia and Low Life 
in High Places stand out as the 
strongest songs overall, especially 
with the grungy bass on the 
latter. There’s never a point where 
Monroe’s music takes itself too 
seriously, and feels like it needs to 
be heard live at a sprightly afternoon 
set at some festival. It’s far from 
significant in the grand scheme 
of things, verging into generic in 
places, but it also isn’t unsatisfying. 
As headbanging fluff, it’s a very 
complete and competent record. 
(MP) 3/5

SEAN MCGOWAN - 
CURATE CALM, CREATE 
CHAOS

Whilst its name feels uninspired, 
McGowan’s new EP is an intriguing 
blend of crooning, urban vocals 
and classic folk instrumentation. 
Second track Heartbreaker has a 
lush contrast between his sharp 
delivery on the verses and the 
melodic nature of the chorus, whilst 
Silk, perhaps the most pointed cut, 
echoes Billy Bragg with those string 
intonations. Closer Queen of the 
West once again showcases his 
voice and ends the record with 
energy and gusto. Where Curate 
Calm, Create Chaos falters is in the 

lack of interest; though its lyrics 
feel personal and politicised, and 
the production has depth, the 
record lacks spark. It’s a bit too 
comfortable with itself to leave an 
impression. 2.5/5 (MP) 

THE TWANG - IF 
CONFRONTED JUST GO 
MAD
Where The Twang fit into music 
history is hard to fathom, always 
throwing up different sounds with 
every record. It’s no different here; 
ICJGM is remarkable in its breadth, 
albeit shallow in its feel. Where the 
group try to go for generic indie 
vibes such as on Lovin’ State and 
Wasting My Time, the record feels 
stale and placid. However, when 
they’re delivering classic Britpop 
sounds, such as on Went Walking, 
or having a go at disco pop on 
the energetic opener Everytime, 
the album really comes into its 
stride. Take it as a well-intentioned 
amalgamation of their favourite 
genres and the album really works; 
the sheer sense of fun is infectious. 
And how’s about a Blue Nile cover 
with that more textured version of 
Tinseltown in the Rain?! A superb 
penultimate cut that carries all the 
class of the cult 80s classic. The 
‘throw and see what sticks’ nature 
of the album prevents it from being 
something you can really take 
seriously, but the enjoyment that 
pours through their sound certainly 
makes up for it. An unconvincing 
but fun listen. 
3/5 (MP) 



AGS CONNOLLY – 
WRONG AGAIN

The third studio album from 
Finstock’s own bear-like 
colossus of country is a rich and 
rewarding listen from start to 
finish. Ags Connolly’s naturalistic 
delivery and effortless grasp of 
country iconography belie the 
craftsmanship and sheer quality 
of the songwriting involved, the 
backing from his excellent band 
exudes a textured musicality 
repaying close attention.  
Outstanding song for me is 
Say It Out Loud where Ags’ 
conversational lyrical style is 
displayed to full advantage. It 
tells the tale of an anonymous 
troubadour encountered on the 
road in couplets of understated 
luminosity, “He said I wouldn’t 
usually get as drunk as that, my 
friend, before I left my home 
my marriage came to an end” is 
a haunting sample. Closing the 
album, the rollicking Sad Songs 
Forever is a joyful celebration of 
the country oeuvre, where “Baby 
all you have to be is lonesome, 
baby all you have to feel is pain” 
- pretty much nails it! A triumph 
of unassuming authenticity. (HG) 

LOW ISLAND - SHUT OUT 
THE SUN 

The third EP from the dexterously 
creative Low Island is drenched 
in electronica and retro shimmer. 
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Against its contemporaries, it 
has a collagic yet cohesive feel. 
Opener Long Answer is on the 
repetitive side, but is quickly 
rectified by the intrepid beat of
Search Box, which packs a 
superbly catchy chorus. The 
disco undertones of In Person 
gives it this late-evening beach 
party lushness, whilst When You 
Wake is the quietest track on the 
EP, rounding the record off with 
a more vulnerable side. A catchy, 
fully realised and delectable 
collection of songs. (MP)

EB - RODEO QUEEN

Rodeo Queen is a melancholy 
and endearing release underlaid 
by a whiff of cynicism. EB’s voice 
buoys from longing melody to 
prosaic stream of conscious, 
with the honesty being its 
strength. The trap elements on 
La Criox and the title track don’t 
feel at home here, but when the 
emotion that drives her words 
really comes through, such as 
on Tired, the record shines. (MP) 

FOALS - EVERYTHING 
NOT SAVED… PART 2

Where Part 1 had a state-of-
the-nation tone to its panicked 
searching for some answer to 
what has become of the world, 
Part 2 drenches you in anger, 
grittiness and determination. 
The sheer confidence of its first 
half is breathtaking; opener Red 
Desert sounds like an off-cut of 
Jeff Wayne’s War of the Worlds, 
quickly kicked downfield by the 
wall-busting The Runner.  
But the record soon reveals 
underlying flaws with its 
production. It feels washed out 
in places where a glaring lack 
of depth becomes a serious 
hindrance on the listening 
experience; I never quite felt 
welcome whilst playing it. The 
directionless rage of the album 
becomes tiresome on repeated 
listens, and makes cuts such as 
Like Lightning a real drag.  
The ending brings more focus, 
but I didn’t feel it was enough 
to give the record the firmness 
it needed. Part 2 packs some 
of Foals’ best ever work, but it 
also brings a lot of fuzziness 
too. They end this two-part 
exploration of the state of our 
world begging to be taken away 
- I wish there was more to take 
away from this bold but flawed 
second half. (MP) 
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Thur 14th Nov

The Smyths...
A celebration of the debut L.P 

Fri 15th Nov • 6.30pm

The Treatment
+ Airrace  + Lake Acacia 

Fri 15th Nov • 11pm

Silent Disco Oxford - 
Bigger & Bolder! 
Fri 15th Nov • 11pm • SOLD OUT

Black Parade 
– 00’s Emo Anthems 
Sat 16th Nov • 6.30pm

Dub Pistols
+ ZAIA  + Zen Lewis 

Sat 16th Nov • 6.30pm

Professor Green
Sat 16th Nov • 11pm • SOLD OUT

Switch presents:
Hybrid Minds 
Sun 17th Nov

Black Water County
+ The People Versus

Mon 18th Nov

Scouting for Girls
+ The Dunwells 

Tue 19th Nov

Primal Scream
Thur 21st Nov

A
+ ‘68  + False Heads 

Fri 22nd Nov • 6.30pm

Half Man Half Biscuit 
Fri 22nd Nov • 11pm

The Craig Charles 
Funk & Soul Club
+ Brasc0  + Tony Nanton
+ Count Skylarkin

Sat 23rd Nov • 6.30pm

Bingo Lingo 
Sat 23rd Nov • 6.30pm

Biffy McClyro (Tribute) 

Sat 23rd Nov • 11pm

Switch presents: 
Jungle Cakes 
Tue 26th Nov • SOLD OUT

Fontaines D.C. 

Wed 27th Nov • 6pm

Ally Pally 
Oxford Uni Darts 
Wed 27th Nov • 6.30pm

Electric Six
+ The White Tips + Vigilantes

Thur 28th Nov

Happy Mondays 
- Greatest Hits Tour
+ Jon Dasilva 

Thur 28th Nov • SOLD OUT

Rhys Lewis 
Fri 29th Nov • 6pm

Ally Pally Oxford 
Brookes Uni Darts 
Fri 29th Nov • 6.30pm

Mad Dog Mcrea
+ Flats & Sharps

Sat 30th Nov • 6.30pm

Definitely Mightbe 
(Oasis tribute)

Sat 30th Nov • 6.30pm

Airbourne
+ Tyler Bryant & The Shakedown

Satu 30th Nov • 11pm

Switch presents:  
Kanine / Darkzy / 
Window Kid / Indika / 
Lazcru 
Sun 1st Dec • SOLD OUT

The Chats 
+ Bad // Dreems  + Crocodylus

Thur 5th Dec

Carols at 
O2 Academy Oxford
Thur 5th Dec

The High Contrast Band 
Fri 6th Dec • 6.30pm

Pearl Jam UK
+ Eddie Vedder Solo Tribute 

Fri 6th Dec • 6.30pm

Gentleman’s Dub Club
Sat 7th Dec • 6.30pm

Absolute Bowie 
- Legacy Tour 
Wed 11th Dec • 6.30pm

The Quireboys 

Fri 13th Dec • 6.30pm

Razorlight
Sat 14th Dec • 6.30pm

Little Simz
Sat 14th Dec

Rhymeskeemz Live - 
The Christmas Party
Sun 15th Dec

A Gospel Christmas 
with John Fisher & 
IDMC Gospel Choir
Fri 20th Dec • 6.30pm

Megzz 
EP Release Show 
Sat 21st Dec • 6.30pm

Little Brother Eli - 
Christmas Party
Sat 18th Jan 2020 • 6.30pm

The White Lakes
Sun 2nd Feb 2020

Billy Lockett 
Tue 11th Feb 2020

Miz Cracker’s 
American Woman
Fri 28th Feb 2020 • 6pm

Hot 8 Brass Band 
Fri 28th Feb 2020 • 6.30pm

Vex Red
Mon 2nd Mar 2020

Kiefer Sutherland 
Thur 5th Mar 2020

The Aristocrats
Tue 10th Mar 2020

Kerrang! Radio Fresh 
Blood Tour: PENGSHUi 
Wed 11th Mar 2020  • 6.30pm

The Calling
Fri 13th Mar 2020 • 6.30pm

The SUPERSONIC 
70s SHOW
Sat 14th Mar 2020 • 6.30pm

Anamanaguchi 
Sat 14th Mar 2020 • 6.30pm

Twin Atlantic 

Thur 19th Mar 2020

Lee Scratch Perry
Fri 20th Mar 2020 • 6.30pm

The Cat Empire
Wed 25th Mar 2020 • 6.30pm

Plain White T’s
+ Harry Marshall

Fri 27th Mar 2020 • 6.30pm

Joanne Shaw Taylor 
Thur 2nd Apr 2020

Hayseed Dixie
+ 8 Ball Aitken

Fri 3rd Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

Cut Capers
Sat 4th Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

Bulsara and His 
Queenies
Fri 10th Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

Dutty Moonshine 
Big Band
Fri 10th Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

The Night Cafe
+ Dreamers  + On Video 

Fri 17th Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

Goldie Lookin Chain
Sat 18th Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

Fell Out Boy 
& The Black Charade
+ We Aren’t Paramore

Tue 21st Apr 2020

Beatenberg
Sat 25th Apr 2020 • 6.30pm

UK Foo Fighters 
(Tribute) 
 Sat 25th Apr 2020 • 11pm

King Shine Vs Empire
Mon 27th Apr 2020

Mystery Jets
Fri 22nd May 2020

The Springsteen 
Sessions 
Fri 11th Sep 2020 • 6.30pm

The Dualers
Sat 3rd Oct 2020 • 6.30pm

Nirvana UK (Tribute)
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